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Teaming up has great rewards

J

oin friends and alumni when you give a gift to our Pooled Income Fund. Your gift will
make a significant contribution to the University’ of Maine, strengthening MAINE for
generations to come, and providing you and your spouse with a lifetime income.

Gifts are invested jointly, and the earned income is shared proportionately among the
donors. In addition, you will receive a charitable tax deduction, avoid capital gains
taxes, and remove appreciated assets from your estate

To learn more about gifts that can provide you and your spouse with a lifetime income,
contact Amos Orcutt '64 or Elizabeth McKee. You’ll be so glad you did.
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For over 125 years, much of what
Mfeawwaakfor New England has been
connected to the sea - handling and
shipping vast amounts of energy products and vital commodities. Today, with
a comprehensive network of deepwater
and inland
terminals extending from
the Canadian Maritimes
x £
to Pennsylvania, our customers rely upon us for a
.|
steady supply of petroleum
products, solid fuels, a growing
r
list of liquid and dry bulk materials,
and recently, natural gas.
Call us at 1 800 225-1560, to learn
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EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

Lifting
UMaine's
Spirits
The Kings' show of
financial and moral

support sends the right
message to the
governor and the

Legislature.
UMaine alumni Stephen 70 and Tabitha Spruce King 71.

t was looking like a pretty tough I fessor Burton Hatlen with a check for $1
year for the University of Maine
million At the same tune, the Kings
There was the continued inade pledged an additional SI million for each
quate funding from the state, the costly
of the next three years, contingent only
and embarrassing NCAA sanctions, and on the effective use of the money
the controversy over the return of sus
Half of the $1 million will be spent to
pended hockey coach Shawn Walsh
hire new faculty members in the liberal
Then there were the headlines when arts and sciences The other half of the
some top-notch, but frustrated, faculty gift will be used to financially support
took buy-out options and again when academically talented and motivated
several prominent alumni called for the students
breakup of the UMaine System.
The response at the university and in
And, as if all that weren't enough to the greater community was immediate
deal with, UMaine's much-liked and re and upbeat—especially in the arts and
spected president, Fred Hutchinson '53 humanities
announced that he would be retiring
"Some of the other colleges might be
No question about it, morale was getting used to this, getting large donations from
a bit low. Everybody associated with the prominent alums, but in the humanities
university needed a shot in the arm
we're not used to it and this recognition
That shot came in early February from has folks excited," said Welch Everman,
UMaine's most famous alumni couple, an associate dean of arts and humanities
Stephen 70 and Tabitha Spruce King 71. "To get the scholarship money is espe
Responding to what they believed to be cially exciting It's given the faculty here
many years of underfunding of the uni a real boost."
versity, Stephen King presented his
As needed as the money is, the Kings'
former teacher and longtime friend, Pro- public expression of support for their

I
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alma mater was equally important It
was nothing short of inspirational and
everyone at UMaine was hoping the gov
ernor and the state legislators were lis
tening
"What I'm trying to do is give some
thing back to the university," Stephen
King said "The University of Maine is a
great campus It has always been a great
campus It is the flagship campus of the
university system in this state Kids who
come from Maine and go to college in
Maine tend to stay in the state. Tabby and
I did that, and in the years that we have
lived here, we've paid literally millions
of dollars in state income tax Anybody
in government, state or otherwise, who
suggests that there's a dichotomy be
tween balancing the budget here in
Maine and funding education is just flat
wrong.
"Good education is good business,
and there's no argument about that," he
continued. "I only say that because we
can't do this by ourselves and wouldn't
want to. The university belongs to ev-

I
I
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1 eryone in Maine, and .it's everyone's reI 

"It was not our intention to come in
sponsibility. I hope that people who and mount some sort of rescue mission
agree that this is a worthwhile institu after the fact, but if it helps that situa
tion will talk to their state legislators and tion, that is wonderful," she said.
The Kings looked
talk to Governor
upon
their gift as a
King. Write these peo
I
"priming
of
the
ple letters, call them
We
feel
really
pump."
on the phone, send
"We know exactly
faxes and say, 'turn
privileged to be
what the multiplier ef
around, reevaluate
fect is and really feel
your position con
able to do this
privileged to be able to
cerning higher educa
do this for a school that
tion in this state.' Do
for a school that
gave us so much, in
it now and let's get
cluding each other, and
back into the business
gave us so
a state that raised us
of educating Maine
both and that we don't
boys and girls in
much,
ever want to leave,"
Maine."
Tabitha King said.
In presenting the
including each
As an editorial in
gift, the world's best
other, and a
the Bangor Daily News
selling author also
talked about the im
noted, the goal of edu
state that raised
portance of scholar
cation in Maine should
ship assistance when
be to produce more
us both and that
he was a student at
people who will make
UMaine.
that kind of statement
we don't ever
"I came to the Uni
No UMaine gradu
versity of Maine and
ate has "made it" on
want to leave.
graduated from the
the scale that Stephen
University of Maine
King has made it. Yet
because of the schol
he and Tabitha chose to
arship help that I re
stay and raise their
ceived," King said. "My mother was a kids in Bangor, Maine. Their generosity
housekeeper and made about $5,000 a in the community is legendary and
year. There was no way I could have af Maine is a much better place because
forded a college education without they are here
help."
Now they have come forward at a
Tabitha King also stressed how im critical time in the university's history to
portant financial aid was to her educa support their alma mater and to chal
tional opportunities at UMaine.
lenge state leaders and fellow alumni to
"I was one of eight children and there do the same.
•
simply was no money for college," she
We hope that the state responds to the
said. "I worked, as Steve did, and I ob Kings' challenge and reverses the inad
tained some scholarship help that saw equate funding of the UMaine System
me through."
that has occurred in recent years. We also
She added that Stephen and she had hope UMaine alumni are inspired by
been talking about making the gift for a their example of giving something back.
long time and that it was just coincidence
As the Kings stated, the University
that it occurred soon after the bad press of Maine has always been a great insti
over the faculty buyout (several faculty tution. And it is bound to have an even
members who accepted the buyout had greater future with folks like Stephen
publicly expressed their frustration over and Tabitha King standing proudly be
lack of funding and other issues).
hind it.
I
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Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
Chrysler - Plymouth - Dodge
169 Pleasant Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-729-3375

Bath
207-443-5533

Good Luck Black Bears!

Bill Bodwell '50

Attention
UMaine
Classes of:
1932,1937,1942

1947, 1952, 1957,

1962,1967, and
1972

Don’t forget Reunion '97
May 30—June 1
Look for our reunion
brochure coming in April.
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In Brief

New agreement
links engineering
technology
program
Students in the electrical en
gineering technology pro
gram at Northern Maine
Technical College in Presque
Isle will have a smooth path
to a four-year degree at the
University of Maine as a re
sult of a new agreement be
tween the two institutions
The arrangement adds to
the list of about 20 similar
agreements UMaine has with
other educational institutions
UMaine president Fred
Hutchinson '53 and NMTC
president Durward Huffman M Club members Keith Mahaney '57, '68G, '71CAS (far left) and Nick Susi '72 (far right) presented
this year's Dean Smith Awards to Michelle Lefevre and G. Todd Williamson.
signed the new "2 + 2 Articu
lation Agreement." For stu
dents who meet specific con two-year associate degree in
ceremony recognized those
ditions, the agreement pro electrical engineering tech
student/athletes who have
vides flexibility and a seam nology directly to the UMaine
earned a 3 0 or better grade
less transition to UMaine It program Such arrangements
point average for both the
also reflects increased collab have received the blessing of The University of Maine hon previous spring and fall se
oration between UMaine and the Accreditation Board for ored a school record—83 mesters and/or who have
the state's technical college Engineering and Technology, scholar/athletes at halftime of maintained a 3 0 accumulated
system to meet the needs of ’ the national body that re the sold-out women's basket GPA
Maine students
views engineering technolo ball game with New HampScholar/athletes receive a
"This
partnership gy programs for educational i shire in February
medallion The color of the
strengthens our relationship equality
;
Senior Michelle Lefevre, of medallion is symbolic of the
with the technical college sys
Electrical engineering : the softball team, and Todd number of years the athlete
tem, but the ultimate winners 1 technology students special Williamson, of the football has been a recipient Firstare Maine students They ize in the analysis of electri team, were recognized as the year recipients received
need a system which gives cal circuits, computers, linear I top UMaine scholar/athletes
bronze medallions, secondthem access to the skills and digital electronics, and They were chosen by the M year silver, and third-year and
they'll need to compete in the power systems Graduates Club to receive the Dean fourth-year gold
workforce This agreement find jobs with manufacturers, Smith Award, given in the
The women's swim team
does just that," says Hutchin engineering firms, and public name of the former Black Bear and the men's cross-country
son
utilities.
basketball player who was team were recognized as the
According to John McDon
Articulation agreements chosen the nation's top top academic teams
ough, director of UMaine's have also been developed for scholar/athlete in 1990, when
All scholar/athlete awards
school of engineering technol students in agriculture, pulp he received the Walter Byers are sponsored by the UMaine
ogy, students will be able to and paper technology, and Award from the NCAA
General Alumni Association
transfer credits from NMTC's other disciplines
The eighth annual awards and the M Club

Scholar/athletes
honored

6 Maine

Students entering the
American University of Bul
garia are required to take the
American SAT and must
speak English since all class
es are taught in English. The
average SAT score for Bulgar
ians is 1,231 compared to the
American score of 900.
The university, which is
housed in former Communist
headquarters, shares its
building with municipal of
fices, a library, an auditorium,
a restaurant, and the coun
try's communist archives.

Wood composites
center planned at
UMaine
Groundbreaking for a new
composite materials research
center at the University of
Maine is expected early this
summer. Some funds are still
being raised for the project
which has received more than
$8 million in private, state,
and federal funding to date.
Of special note was the fact
that the Maine Legislature
voted unanimously to give
$350,000 toward the project
The center will provide
space for a research program
focused on construction in
dustry products made from
Maine timber and fiber rein
forced plastics. The process
creates a building material
that is 50 percent stonger than
unreinforced wood and less
expensive than steel The
composite wood product has
been used to build 15 bridges
in Maine. It was also used in
the construction of a pier at
the Bar Harbor Yacht Club
Jobs are being created for
20 graduate and undergradu
ate students, two post-doc
toral scientists, and two re
search faculty. Habib Dagher,
professor of civil engineering,
is the principle investigator in
collaboration with Eric
Landis, also of that depart
ment, and Steve Shaler and
Barry Goodell, of the depart
ment of forest management.
"Our focus is the develop
ment of new wood products
using fibrous composites in
any shape," says Dagher.
"That's our niche There are
other universities in the coun
try doing similar work, but

UMaine forestry
is fifth best
Professor of civil engineering Habib Dagher will soon be
conducting his wood composite research from a new facility.

the infusion of capital into re
search will make the Univer
sity of Maine the leading or
ganization in the world in this
field "
Dagher notes that the rea
son UMaine is different is that
it is taking two different ma
terials, wood and fiber rein
forced composites, and mar
rying them under one roof
"People have done each
one separately, but this is the
first time they will be in one
facility," Dagher said.
In addition to product de
velopment and testing,
Dagher intends for the center
to become a spawning
ground for innovation.
"We have lots of ideas for
new applications right now,"
he says, "but with all the fresh
minds coming into this area,
who knows what we'll come
up with."

American
University of
Bulgaria is
prospering
The American University of
Bulgaria in its fifth year is
strong and prospering. This
spring the university will
graduate its third class from
its four-year baccalaureate
degree program. Currently,
there are 632 students, repre
senting 15 countries, attend
ing this institution. Eighty
percent of the students come
from Bulgaria.
Operating under the Uni
versity of Maine's accredita
tion, is a legitimate and legal
institution that works in con
junction with the Bulgarian
government. Although, the
university has its own board
of trustees and student body.

The University of Maine's for
estry program has been
ranked fifth best in the nation
by the seventh edition of The
Gourman Report of Graduate
Education Programs.
The assessment reflects
educational criteria such as
student and faculty research,
the student-teacher ratio, and
facilities such as laboratories
and libraries.
UMaine was ranked above
highly regarded institutions
such as Yale University, Duke
University, and Penn State.
"I think it (UMaine's rank
ing) reflects the commitment
the faculty and chairs have
made to our forestry gradu
ate students even during dif
ficult budgetary times," said
G. Bruce Wiersma ’64, dean of
the college of forestry, agricul
ture, and natural resources.
UMaine's graduate for
estry programs include forest
management; wildlife re
sources; foiest products;
parks, recreation and tourism;
and forest ecosystem science.
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Research and Innovation

Welfare changes likely
to increase homelessness
among Maine families

New procedures should
expand market for
Maine frozen lobster

Bend, Indiana, and again to a women
studies conference in Bangor and a semi
nar at the University of Maine.
I
A total of 929 AFDC recipients re- ■
sponded to the 1994 survey Fifteen per- 1
cent said they had been homeless within
New federal welfare rules are likely to the previous three years. Butler looked at Frozen Maine lobster may become a
increase homelessness among Maine differences between those who had been common sight in supermarkets and res
taurants as a result of a new collabora
families receiving Aid to Families with homeless and those who hadn't.
Dependent Children (AFDC) payments,
Two factors which did influence tion between the Lobster Institute and
according to a recent survey analysis by homelessness in Butler's analysis stem Icebrand Seafoods Inc , of Portland, a
Sandy Butler, assistant professor of so from teenage pregnancy AFDC recipients processor of Maine lobster products.
Al Bushway and Terry Work, of the
cial work at the University of Maine. In i who had a child as a teenager or who had
a finding which has implications for state I received AFDC as a teenager were more UMaine department of food science and
and federal welfare policies, her report likely to have been homeless than those human nutrition, and Bob Bayer, direc
tor of the Lobster Institute, are working
also notes that employment and educa who had not had a child at that age
with David Bengis, of Icebrand, to fine
tion did not affect the likelihood of
tune specialized cooking, freezing, and
homelessness among AFDC recipients
packing
procedures They are taking ad
"My overall conclusion," she says, "is .
vantage
of Icebrand's experience with
that AFDC recipients are very much on
processing and marketing to provide
the edge and frequently in danger of be
consistent product quality despite natu
coming homeless Reductions in AFDC
ral variation in harvested lobsters
payments will probably push more into
Two surveys of drug use in Maine indi
"We will be looking at methods of en
homelessness."
j
Butler is on the board of directors of cate that alcohol, tobacco, and marijua hancing shelf life and maintaining flavor
the Augusta-based Maine Women's na use by Maine students continues to for more than a year," says Bayer
Bengis emphasizes the project's eco
Lobby and the Women's Development be high and doesn't show any sign of
abating
Adults
also
report
high
levels
of
nomic importance to Maine "The devel
Institute She has advocated for welfare
policy changes before the Maine state 1 alcohol use, but they overwhelmingly opment of a sophisticated lobster pro
legislature She also teaches courses on believe that their children wouldn't cessing industry in Maine will be a boon
in*
social welfare policy in the UMaine de drink without telling them, according to to the state and local communities
1
reports recently released by Robert Dana, need of employment opportunities—a
partment of social work.
"This survey suggests that merely UMaine associate dean of the Center for good example of applied research which
is so useful to industry"
forcing AFDC recipients into the labor Students and Community Life.
The
reports
break
down
responses
to
Frozen Maine lobster can be market
market is not the answer, as most AFDC
questions
asked
of
students
in
grades
6ed in areas where live lobster is not readi
recipients are already working and not
just sitting home watching TV The kinds 12 and questions posed to adults, ages ly available, he says In addition, selling
of jobs that are available to them don't 18 and up. The surveys were adminis high-quality frozen lobster enables users,
provide the security to ensure that they tered to representative cross-sections of retailers, chefs, or consumers to handle
lobster products without the problems
can pay the rent much less anything else," each group in late 1995 and early 1996
Some findings were:
associated with live lobster
she says.
•
use
of
volatile
inhalants
is
up
The joint venture is an important first
Butler based her conclusions on a re
•
girls
now
exceed
boys
in
more
catego

step
in promoting cooperation between
cent analysis of data from a 1994 survey
ries
of
drug
use
lobster
processors and the Lobster Insti
by the Women's Development Institute
•
28%
of
adults
are
characterized
as
tute "We hope that other processors
and the Maine Department of Human
come to the Institute for advice in han
Services. That survey sought information heavy drinkers
from parents who were receiving AFDC • 43% of adults used marijuana at least dling lobster If one processor puts infe
rior products on the market, we all suf
payments. Butler described the results of once in their lives
her work in a paper presented last fall to • 90% of adults who smoke do so in front fer," adds Bengis.
a conference on homelessness in South of their children

Drug use among Maine
students remains high

8 Maine

Searching for the Lost
Canada Road
I

I

I
I

UMaine graduate
student Barry
Rodrigue is
committed to

discovering the
history of the once

primary route

between Lower
Canada and Maine.
By Margaret Nagle

or the past three years, Barry Ro
drigue has been on the road in
search of an ancestral trail as elu
sive in its historical documentation as it
is essential to understanding the frontier
heritage of Maine and Quebec.
His quest to discover the history of
the Canada Road, the sole land route be
tween Lower Canada and Maine in the
first half of the 19th century, has taken
him to the deep Maine woods and along
paved highways, to the living rooms of
local residents and to library archives
from Quebec City and Ottawa to Wash
ington, D.C. He searches for clues to the
past at archaeological sites and in histor
ical society records. His tools for unearth
ing an all-but-forgotten chapter in his-

F
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tory include 19th century maps and sur
veyors' notes, coupled with some of the
most modern technology such as Geo
graphic Information System software
and Global Positioning System satellite
networks, once top-secret War Depart
ment documents, and private letters and
ledgers; oral histones of elders who are
the last keepers of frontier folklore and
family histories, and references by such
famous writers as Nathaniel Hawthorne.
For Rodrigue, a graduate student at
the University of Maine and the Universite' Laval, this journey is as historically
significant as it is personal Among the
thousands of migrants who came south
along the roughly 100-mile trail from St
Georges-de-Beauce to Bingham from
1800-1860 were some of Rodrigue's
French Canadian ancestors. Rodrigue's
work is shedding new light on the early
history of the state's Franco population,
as well as Maine's frontier chronicles
The Canada Road, it turns out, was a
two-way street, not only bringing mi
grants to Maine—and back home
again—but also being used as a thor
oughfare for commerce by Yankee set
tlers and traders seeking markets across
the border
"It is an era in which there are not
many written records on the frontier re
gion of Maine and Quebec," says Rod
rigue, who is beginning his third archae
ological season on the Canada Road this
summer, with his main field camp at the
Northern Outdoors Lodge in The Forks
"That's when you have to make the land
speak to you."
The Canada Road, built in 1817, was
the modern overland derivative of a sys
tem of water and portage routes linking
the Chaudiere River in Quebec with the
Kennebec River in Maine. It snaked
through the wooded hills on a course
used for centuries by indigenous peoples
traveling between the St. Lawrence Riv
er and the Atlantic Ocean. Construction
of the Grand Trunk Railway in 1853
eventually usurped the Canada Road as
a primary transportation route.
Today, an estimated 90 percent of the

10 Maine

I

landmarks are gone along the Canada nadian Geographic subsequently spent
Road, says Rodrigue. What remains are two days on the Canada Road with Ro
clues like cellar holes that can be mea drigue and researchers from Universite'
sured "to get an idea of what the struc Laval [National Geographic is interest
tures were like and where the road was
ed in the project.] Maine Public Televi
"So little is known about the pre-1860 sion and the CBC have shown an inter
era," says Rodrigue "People tried to est to film new features on the Canada
write on the history of the times in rela Road
tion to central, core regions like Boston,
Rodrigue recently petitioned the QueNew York, Quebec, and Montreal, large i bee, Canadian, U.S., and Maine govern
ly disregarding what was happening on ments, as well as their respective park
the frontiers. In reality, the frontiers had services, to consider making the Cana
a significant impact, not in terms of wars, da Road an international park similar to
but in terms of the people and their lives
one that exists in Alaska. It could be
They are people like those who lived in modeled after the Chilcoot Trail's Gold
the Beauce who came to Maine to work rush Park that links Alaska to the Yukon
on capital improve
Territory. Here in the
ment projects like
Northwest,
the
the Kennebec dam
French Canadian
"This is not the
and the capitol
migration was simi
building in Augus
lar to that which oc
history of some
ta. They were work
curred in Maine ear
ing here and taking
lier in the century.
dead white guys.
income back to de
The Canada Road
velop their own
could be a historical
That's why
frontier lives. Now
park with the ar
informants take
that we know more
chaeological sites as
about who they
points of interest, all
me into the fields
were and what they
connecting the Ap
did, the next step in
palachian Trail to
and tell the
our research will be
the Trans-Canada
to try and learn
Trail for a marvelous
stories of their
more about how
historic and hiking
great-great uncles
their money was in
experience, says Ro
vested."
drigue, who has led
and
aunts.
With
The
Canada
a number of tours,
Road project has
including members
each small story
captured the imag
of historical societies
inations of citizens
from Quebec and
we add
and the attention of
scholars
from
•K
to the big picture."
international me
throughout Canada
dia. The University
"Far from an ego
of Maine was the
trip, all this publici
first to issue news of Rodrigue's project
ty has proven to be an effective tactic in
Maine Public Radio then covered Rod acquiring more research information
rigue's work on the Canada Road in the With a wider net cast in letting people
summer of 1994. When the Associated know this research is going on, people
Press picked up on the story, news of Ro are now contacting me rather than me
drigue's research went international that trying to seek out leads to the history all
fall. The CBC sent a camera crew out to over the continent," says Rodrigue
cover his work for a story on their coast- "Now I get letters from the most remote
to-coast Prime Time News program. Ca places Each of these publicity sprees

UMaine graduate student Barry Rodrigue takes a well-deserved break during his research project on the Canada Road.

brings in a ton of information "
Among the correspondence was a let
ter Rodrigue received from a chief in
spector with the Royal Canadian Mount
ed Police in British Columbia. The man
wrote of the movement of his family and
that of three other families from the
Beauce Region in Quebec to Alberta and
other points in the Northwest around
1800, indicating that there was a wider
migration experience than just the pop
ularly understood migration from the
Beauce to New England even at the end
of the last century Rodrigue's forebear
ers—his great-great-great grandparents,
moved from the Beauce Region in Que
bec to Maine around 1825-35 As work
ing people, they moved where the jobs
were—Skowhegan, Bath, Orono, and
Augusta over a 50-year period.
One letter from a mining engineer
and UMaine grad from Colorado arrived

bearing a detailed description and map
of a section of the Canada Road around
The Forks and, in particular, Concord
Plantation and the archaeological site of
The Old Silver Mme As a boy growing
up in Pleasant Ridge, Dick Rollins often
traveled along the remnants of the Can
ada Road with family members, and at
the abandoned mine collected samples
that he kept through the years and has
since had assayed The resulting data
from the mine samples now helps fill out
Rodrigue's archaeological field report
Yet another clue as to the history of
the Canada Road came in a phone call
from a New York art dealer who de
scribed a painting he had of a customs
house that once stood along the route
Up to that time, there were no illustra
tions of the structure from the early
1800s. This also is the only illustration
from the frontier region of western

Maine from this period, except for a
cache of surveyors' watercolors that Ro
drigue has discovered in the National
Archives in Washington, D.C., that tend
to be of wilderness rather than settled
regions. The site of the customs house
had been archaeologically inventoried
but most other points of reference for the
structure had long-since been destroyed.
The painting not only showed the cus
toms house but other structures in the
surrounding area that have proven im
portant for archaeological reconstruc
tion.
Among the most memorable clues to
the life of the Road was found by Rod
rigue in the National Archives in the
form of a top-secret War Department
document concerning an 1838 U.S. inva
sion plan of Lower Canada and New
Brunswick. The 21-page report outlined
invasion routes through Maine, as well
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as instructions for inciting locals to fight
the British. In addition, he found letters
from the War Department to officers in
structing them to make sketches of the
area while vacationing in Quebec, as well
as the sketches themselves.
Rodrigue has found that his fact-find
ing quest, which early-on included post
ing information "wanted" flyers in
French and English from Bath to Que
bec City, has succeeded in building good
rapport with members of the local com
munities. It is of interest, he says, because
this history is their history.
"This is not the history of some dead
white guys," says Rodrigue "That's why
informants take me into the fields and
tell the stories of their great-great uncles
and aunts With each small story we add
to the big picture."
A typical day for Rodrigue last fall in
cluded a drive along a tote road on the
west side of the upper Kennebec River
on a roadway long-since abandoned to
the wilderness. When the bumpy path
claimed the underpinnings of Rodrigue's
car (his second car to meet such a fate),
he accepted a ride in a pickup truck
owned by Harry Melcher, of Bingham
Together, the two proceeded to the area
where the elder man's family homestead
once stood Among the stories Rodrigue
heard that day was a ghost tale about
Melcher's family It seems a great uncle
and a friend were hunting in the area
when they came upon a clearing. There
they heard a bugle blow and took off run
ning. It was the ghost of a fallen Civil
War soldier who, as legend had it, was
forever fated to haunt those woods after
being murdered along the Canada Road.
"That was a nice association of a folk
tale of a family coupled with written doc
umentation acquired from talking to two
informants along the Canada Road,"
says Rodrigue. "Archaeological sites
don't he, they are physical remains in the
woods. Then you go and, in talking to
people, try to attach stories, deeds, pho
tographs, and other documentation to
the fieldstone cellar hole. There's a lot of
warm, personal stuff like that that comes
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was not only the road but a clearer pic
ture of the migrants and their migrations
on that route So often in migration ex
periences, people say their family came
from here and got to there, but leave out
how that happened, says Rodrigue. His
own ancestors came from Quebec, but
there was little known about how that
migration process occurred. In his re
search, Rodrigue found important facts —
of migration history that had been over
looked
Rodrigue's research has found that
different ethnicities had different mi
grant experiences, says Rodrigue In the
early 19th century—1830-60—English,
German, Scotch, and Irish from Quebec
and Beauce—very plural societies—
came just over the border and took farms
in Maine. French Canadians, on the oth
er hand, passed deeper into Maine via
through the material—not just dry facts
the Canada Road to settle in Skowhegan
"We've had such a phenomenal re and Augusta, taking public works jobs
sponse to our requests for information," building mills, the state capitol building
says Rodrigue "People have been so i and dams, as well as doing woods work
generous, warm, and helpful If we had These earlier migrations were the leadundertaken this project 15 years from ins to later migrations of millworkers.
now, it would not have been doable,
"Canadian farmers had good farms in
many of these people would have passed Quebec, and Maine needed workers The
on We might have found many of the French Canadians came and took seasonarchaeological sites, but not had stories al jobs, returning to their farmlands with
to match to what occurred there The their incomes and creating a different
people who are relaying the stories range ethno-economic migration pattern."
in ages from their 70s to 90s, talking
Similarly, unlike what has typically
about great-great or great-great-great been portrayed as the Canada Road be
relatives Among the most significant ing a one-way street for mercantilism,
contributors have been Ruth Reed and Rodrigue has found otherwise. It is a fair
Elaine Moore, both of the Moose River ! ly well-known fact that the Canada Road
Region, who have been tremendous re was built initially to transport livestock
sources of information.
from the northern Kennebec Valley to
This summer, the Canada Road re Quebec markets. But what is not gener
search is focusing on the southern end, ally known is that the French also used
where, in different decades, the main this route for commerce, such as regular
route branched in five directions Coop- I trips to the Maine coast for cod for sale
erating with Rodrigue in this portion of in Canada.
his research is George Pratt, of Pleasant
The migration experience and French
Ridge Plantation; Irene Foster, of Mos Canadian society prior to 1860 is differ
cow; and Bob Hunnewell, of Bingham.
ent than the stereotype that developed
What Rodrigue set out to discover in from the mill migration, which was at its
his research was the exact route of pas height from 1870-1920, says Rodrigue.
sage—a "simply study" of the route and "During that earlier period, those French
the stories of its history. What he found who came down and assimilated did not

face as much hostility. Many were bilin
gual, having come from the plural soci
eties of Quebec and Beauce They also
went into work that we do not tradition
ally associate with Franco-Amencans.
"It's as if, as the years passed, histori
ans created a self-fulfilling prophecy," he
says. "Even Franco-Amencans writing
about themselves through the years
tended to adopt a similar image as that
written by Yankee historians—migrants
who lived in petit Canadas speaking
only French, living around mills and the
Catholic church What the stereotype
leaves out are those who assimilated into
various other ethnicities to various de
grees or otherwise disappeared. What
I've come to discover is that there are
many Franco existences out there, and
one of the largest groups that differs from
the stereotype is found in the pre-1860
migration."
It was a chapter from Franco-Ameri
can history that was the springboard for
Rodrigue's research project on the Can
ada Road. In 1992, his master's degree
work in history resulted in his first aca
demic book Tom Plant: The Making of a
Franco-Aineiican Entrepreneur, 1859-1941.
Plant, the largest shoe manufacturer in
the United States in 1910, was a fascinat
ing figure in New England history not
just because he was a successful busi
nessman but because he heralded from
a poor Franco family in Maine that had
migrated down the Canada Road
Today, Rodrigue is pursuing his sec
ond master's degree in historical archae
ology as part of his archaeology certifi
cation, working with UMaine professor
of anthropology Alaric Faulkner.
Rodrigue's ongoing academic work
also includes two dissertations that are
under way, one for a Ph D. in history at
UMaine, working with associate profes
sor of history Jacques Ferland, and the
other in geography at Universite' Laval,
working with globally-renowned histor
ical geographer Serge Courville At the
Universitc' Laval, Rodrigue, a former
Fulbright scholar, is contributing to a 12volume historical geography that will

Ruth Reed, of Jackman, and Elaine Moore, of Moose River, are among the many infor
mants crucial to Barry Rodrigue's search for the history of the Canada Road.

include census and other database infor
mation used to reconstruct information
about economic growth, settlement pat
terns, and modernization in 19th centu
ry Quebec.
In the past two years, Rodrigue has
been making academic presentations to
conferences in Nova Scotia, Montreal,
and most recently, the International Con
ference of Francos of North America in
Bar Harbor.
Rodrigue's second academic book,
this one on the Canada Road, will be
based on his two dissertations. In addi
tion, he is trying to use the Canada Road
project to forge a cooperative relation
ship between faculty and students at
UMaine and Universite' Laval, and
would like to see further cooperation
with McGill, the University of Montre
al, as well as the universities of New
Brunswick at Fredericton and Moncton
In an age of budget cutbacks in aca
demia, he says, such cooperation is a way
of maximizing the potential for research
Most recently, Matthew Hatvany, a
former Fulbright scholar and recent re

cipient of a Ph D. in Canadian-American
history from UMaine, was awarded one
of 20 post-doctoral scholarships out of
300 competitors, sponsored by the Que
bec government.
Research like this multi-year project
on the Canada Road shows what a rich,
plural society this region has had, says
Rodrigue. "It's not just a simple image
of French versus Yankee settlers with
Native American, French, and Acadians—a diffuse society. These are the peo
ple who then came down the Canada
Road to Maine and intermarried with
Yankees to create a plural society.
"Even though I was born and raised
in Maine, and my family worked in the
woods, I thought interior Maine was a
dreadfully inbred and backward area;
that was the popular stereotype I grew
up with and had even when I started this
project. This research has shown that, far
from being a reduced gene pool and lack
ing choices, Mainers came from a cre
ative and dynamic world. This was an
exciting frontier region to be living in
between 1810-60."
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When journalist Jan Vertefeuille '88 exposed the financial maneuvers of

Jerry Falwell's ministry, she earned the evangelist's wrath, and
a nomination for the Pulitzer Prize. Now her investigative

reporting has the DEA angry with her.

Out
I

By Kathryn Olmstead

hen Jan Vertefeuille ’88, of Alfred, Maine,
applied for a reporter job at the Lynchbutg News
and Advance in Lynchburg, Virginia, she knew
little about the city's famous resident Jerry
Falwell Two years later her investigative reporting on the
financial problems of the national television evangelist
earned the 24-year-old a nomination for the Pulitzer
Prize
A former editor of The Maine Campus, with a
major in news-editorial journalism, Vertefeuille said she
had sent resumes out cold to newspapers listed in the
Editoi and Publisher Yearbook She had worked 18
months at The Ellswoith Ametican and decided
"Virginia and Pennsylvania looked nice "
Hired at the Lynchburg paper in September
1990, Vertefeuille eventually was assigned to the
religion beat She had been reporting for the
paper a year when she began to discover
financial problems that affected not only the local
community, but also investors throughout
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the nation who had bought bonds to help channeled funds to the Falwell ministry dealings. Months later a report appeared
finance Falwell's ministry, The Old Time from 'a blind pool' of money from un in USA Today.
Falwell mailed a letter to members of
Gospel Hour, and college, Liberty Uni suspecting investors."
She learned that Falwell's Old Time the Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce
versity in Lynchburg. Her stories de
tailed how Falwell's use of junk bonds Gospel Hour had received at least $32 stating "Jan Vertefeuille is the reporter
to finance his ministry throughout the million from May's finance firm, AMI— who, according to a sworn affidavit, stat
$20 million of which was outstanding. ed she obtained her job as the reporter
'80s finally caught up with him.
"The information had been there for The major preferred stockholder in AMI covering Jerry Falwell, Liberty Univer
was Charles Keating, head of Lincoln sity, Old Time Gospel Hour, and Thomas
some time," said her editor William
Savings and Loan, who had been fined Road Baptist Church by convincing the
Cline. "She found it by being thorough.
News and Advance how much she hated
Her coverage ultimately displayed in
Jerry Falwell." The affidavit was given
detail how Jerry Falwell defaulted on fi
by a former Liberty University student
nancing of tens of millions of dollars
and former member of Falwell's church.
from families. They had bought bonds
Vertefeuille recalled that a church
to make money and to serve the Lord,
worker, commenting on his minister's
and they didn't get their money back "
denunciation of her, said, "If you were a
Liberty University had been put on
man, you'd be gay by now." Within a few
probation, Vertefeuille recalled, and she
months, Falwell had sent a letter to the
went to the courthouse in search of fi
million people on his mailing list calling
nancing statements that would identify
Vertefeuille a lesbian.
Falwell's creditors
Cline, the News and Advance executive
"Lincoln Savings and Loan popped
editor, was outraged and offered to fund
up, and I couldn't believe it," she said.
a libel suit against Falwell in her behalf.
"Could it be The Lincoln Savings and
Vertefeuille declined, uncomfortable
Loan?" She wondered what Falwell had
with the idea of a reporter suing a source.
used for collateral and discovered he had j
"I just laughed," Vertefeuille recalled.
put up his Thomas Road Baptist Church
"To these people, homosexuality is the
in Lynchburg The government had al
worst thing they can imagine. If you cov
ready taken over Lincoln Savings and
er him, you risk being called homosexu
Loan Vertefeuille confirmed that the
al. I guess I was the first woman he hat
government's Resolution Trust Corp.,
ed enough to accuse of homosexuality."
which liquidated failed S&Ls, held the
Falwell threatened to sue the news
mortgage on the church and the church
and sentenced to 10 years in prison for paper many times, causing Cline to take
was in default.
"No one in the church knew," Verte his involvement in the S&L scandal, and unusual steps to confirm the accuracy of
feuille said, noting that Falwell was one who faced a 77-count indictment for the stories. He read every story person
racketeering
ally, and held some until they had been
of Lynchburg's largest employers and
Falwell stopped talking to Verte read by the paper's attorneys.
the community suffered when he could
feuille and began denouncing her from
"The paper was very supportive, very
not make payroll. "The ministries were
his pulpit after her stories on the financ cautious," Vertefeuille said, lamenting
close to declaring bankruptcy and no one
ing problems began running in Febru the effect of lawyers' scrutiny. "They took
knew. Falwell didn't want them to
ary
1992. The first reports showed the out all the adjectives so it was as dull as
know."
—
Thomas
Road Baptist Church served as possible." She said she would argue with
Vertefeuille tracked down Falwell's
connections to Willard May, of Amaril collateral 11 times since 1981 for loans Cline, and sometimes the lawyers would
lo, Texas, a former minister and business and bond issues totalling $34.5 million. win.
"Vertefeuille was very serious, tena
owner who built one of the largest At first, the evangelist referred to Verte
feuille
as
the
cub
reporter
who
had
a
life

cious, incredibly even-handed," Cline
church finance companies in the nation,
long vendetta against him. When a five- said. "She always wanted to gather more
providing an estimated $800 million to
churches across the country. May’s com part series ran in May, he denounced her information, to the point we sometimes
panies "kept cropping up" in her re by name, calling her the newspaper's had to prod her to let us run a story."
Cline praised the support of the news
search, so her newspaper sent her to Tex "hatchet girl."
"He went ballistic," Vertefeuille said. paper's publisher, George Washington,
as where she spent three days reading
"That was enough for TV." The story who received a lot of pressure in the com
open court files in Amarillo and two days
moved
on the Associated Press wire, a munity from people who feared contro
interviewing people familiar with May.
blurb
appeared
in the Washington Post, versy would be bad for business.
Later she joined several lawyers and the
Fort Worth newspaper in a Freedom of and the Los Angeles Times credited the
"Washington said, 'Do the job as ac
Information petition to open sealed files News Advance with being first to report curately and fairly as you can,"' Cline
that Falwell and Keating had business recalled. "That kind of support allowed
in Fort Worth that showed how May

"You've heard that

journalism is the first

draft of history....Well,

history would be in

good hands if all

journalists were as

dedicated and
passionate as

Jan Vertefeuille."
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Vertefeuille to get that kind of coverage."
Cline said Lynchburg, a city of 75,000
with a greater metropolitan area of
200,000, is polarized, fragmented in its
regard for Falwell
"He's an enigma, multifaceted Much
of what he does is good He's not just a
TV ministry
"When this story broke, he pulled in
his horns," Cline said. "He came back to
get the university and church finances
in order He is not the national presence
he was "
Vertefeuille observed that as the gen
eral public became aware of the person
who had a reputation as an honest TV
evangelist, the ministry lost followers
and enrollments at Liberty University
declined.
"The story didn't get a lot of atten
tion nationally," Vertefeuille recalled Re
flecting the attitude she observed among
major media, she said, "The story came
out of a little paper, how important can
it be?" She said Newsweek came to Vir
ginia to cover the story, got quotes from
Falwell and left. "That was enough That
disappointed me," she said "Here was
the cream of the crop, and they were
lazy"
She observed that her articles didn't
have the sex component that gave sto
nes about Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker
broad national appeal
"This story was just about money, and
it was complicated, but I think what Fal
well did was worse than what Jim Bak
ker did," Vertefeuille said. "People had
invested their nesteggs with Falwell,
counting on the income Many of them
were concerned about the school. They
didn't realize the impact They had no
concern for the thousands across the na
tion who suffered These people needed
the money and wanted it back." Cline's
belief in the significance of the stories
prompted his nomination of Vertefeuille
for the Pulitzer
"It was the first time we had submit
ted an entry," he said "It was very in
volved." Nominations require a scrap
book of news clippings, a biography,
summaries of exhibits and recommenda
tion letters.
Another journalist who appreciated
the importance of Vertefeuille's revela
tion about Falwell's ministry was Joan
Connell, religion reporter for Newhouse
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News Service in Washington, D.C., who tion had persuaded a prosecutor to drop
wrote the official letter of nomination to charges for murder against a Roanoke
the Pulitzer Prize Board
restaurant owner so he could serve as an
"Jan Vertefeuille's investigative and informant Charged in North Carolina
beat reporting on the financial free-fall with shooting a truck driver in the head
of the Reverend Jerry Falwell for the and dumping his body on a rural road,
Lynchburg News and Advance is an out Javier Cruz pleaded to involuntary manstanding example of how local news or i slaughter instead of murder Cruz is
ganizations assemble the pieces of the valuable to the DEA because he was able
mosaic for stories of national impor to infiltrate Colombia's Cali Cartel,
tance," she wrote "Following the paper which is responsible for 80 percent of the
trail of a nonprofit religious organiza world's cocaine
tion, exempt from many of the rules of
"But to have killed somebody—the
disclosure, is a difficult task But with public needs to know that," Vertefeuille
skillful reporting, dogged determination, asserted
and fortitude in the face of Reverend Fal
She discovered a reference to the
well's attacks on her character from the murder charge in an exhibit attached to
pulpit, Ms Vertefeuille was able to un an obscure document among Federal
ravel a tangle of financial mis-steps and Court records in Roanoke She random
misdeeds that brought the Falwell em ly called police departments in North
pire to the brink of bankruptcy Her re Carolina until she located the case,
porting not only kept Lynchburg ap thrown off at one point by a false lead
prised of the failing financial health of from the state police
one of the city's largest employers, but
Her contact with the murder victim's
also served as a cautionary tale to un family was their first knowledge that
wary investors in Falwell's fundraising Cruz was not in prison They understood
ventures"
he faced a mandatory life sentence for
Now a reporter for the Roanoke Tinies cocaine trafficking, which made them
covering Federal Court, Vertefeuille says more accepting of the change in the mur
her experience in Lynchburg toughened der charge
her skin
"The family felt they had been be
"If a U S attorney attacks me, it trayed by the justice system," Vertedoesn't faze me. He doesn't compare to feuille said "DEA protected Cruz be
a person with his own TV show and a cause he was so valuable to them "
million-name mailing list If I can live
The Justice Department called to per
through what Jerry Falwell did to me, I suade her to kill the story When it ap
can live through anything "
peared in the Roanoke Tinies, she became
Her prominence in the Lynchburg "persona non grata" with the DEA,
community began to take its toll, and which makes her nervous—she fears the
"with a name like Vertefeuille" she could government more than the drug traffick
hardly cash a check in the grocery store ers
without receiving comments about her
"Vertefeuille's reporting is the essence
stories. "I laughed it off at first, then peo of journalism," said Connell, now senior
ple believed I dedicated my life to de editor for the Religious News Service
stroying him. That gets old
baseci in Seattle, Washington "Not just•s
"It was definitely a worthwhile expe her nose for a story, but also the sense of
rience on how to investigate something obligation to the community Her dog
big," she reflected, adding that she gedness and concern are outstanding
learned to rely more on documents than
"You've heard that journalism is the
on people for information. "People ap first draft of history—who we are and
preciated the stories. They shed a lot of where we are going Well, history would
light. Falwell liked to keep things in the be in good hands if all reporters were as
dark. He was more concerned about dedicated and passionate as Jan Vertewhat came out locally than nationally He feuille."
couldn't refute it. It was true "
Vertefeuille's stories continue to break Kathryn Olmstead is associate professor
ground in Roanoke. She discovered the of journalism at the University of Maine
Federal Drug Enforcement Administra and editor-publisher of Echoes.
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aknual alumni fund

Dear UMaine Alum:

I

I

On February 7 of this year, my wife Tabby (that's Tabitha Spruce,
Class of 71) and I announced a gift of $4 million, payable over the
next four years, to the University of Maine. This money will be
used to create scholarships and to fund new teaching positions.
We're not much into public giving, being of the old Yankee
belief that it's better not to let one's right hand know what one's
left hand is doing (let alone call a press conference to announce it),
but we also believe this is a critical time for the University, and we
wanted to focus as much attention as we could on the perils and
promises of the future. Let me cut right to the chase: if you had to
pick a time to open your checkbook and help your alma mater,
you could not pick a better time than right now, today, this minute
If you have ever felt, in your post-college life, that you have been
helped by the things you learned and the experiences you had at
the University, then the time has come to help insure a new gener
ation of such learning and experiences.
This is a watershed year in the University of Maine's history.
Your contribution will never mean more than it does during 1997.
Please write a check payable to the "Annual Alumni Fund," P.O.
Box 550, Orono, ME 04473-0550.
Do it for all the kids—the majority from right here in the State
of Maine—who deserve the chance you had. And when you've
taken care of that, drop a line to your governor and local legislators
before you put your pen away, and suggest to them that the State
do its part, as well—that tax dollars spent on education are tax
dollars well spent.
Getting letters like this is a pain in the butt, I know—writing
them is no picnic either. Thank you for reading this one, and thank
you in advance for helping in this important cause.
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Maria R. Fuentes '85G
1996-97 Campaign Chair
Annual Alumni Fund

The Ties That Bind

Jr*

he University of Maine
has been richly blessed by
alumni who have not forgotten
their roots. Take for example the
.
-- _
recent generosity of Stephen King 70 and
Tabitha Spruce King 71, who last month
announced a commitment of $4 million
over four years to the University of ’
Maine. Their gift and their message
encouraging others to support the
University, are so very appropriate during
this, the 125th anniversary of the first MAINE graduating
class.
In 1872, six young men received the first diplomas granted
by what was then Maine State College. Three years later in
•, ». •
,
1875, an independent Alumni Association was formed to
encourage alumni to always remember our alma mater No
doubt some of those from the Class of 1872 were also the first
leaders of the Alumni Association.
Now in 1997, there are more than 84,000 in the MAINE
alumni family Your Association continues to help strengthen
the ties between the University and alumni through class
reunions, alumni events, publications, legislative advocacy,
and membership benefits.
Tins year, the Annual Alumni Fund—operated by the
Association, marks its 35th anniversary of garnering alumni
support for the University. Over the years many graduates
have stayed connected to the University of Maine...admimstrations and faculty come and go, but alumni are the one
constant and have a vital role in the University's future.
Alumnus Francis S. "Andy" Andrews has enjoyed a life
long connection to MAINE Andy was president of his class of
1942 at their 50th reunion, and also directed their reunion
giving program. Andy wrote the book (literally) on direct mail
fund raising. His nearly 1,000 page Billions by Mail: Fund
Raising in the Computer Age published in 1984 is considered
the bible of the direct mail industry As the founder of
American Fund Raising Services, Inc., Andy helped to build
the foundation for the University of Maine Annual Alumni
Fund direct mail program in the 1970s. Thanks in-part to
Andy's early guidance and support, nearly two million
dollars in annual contributions are raised each year for the
University. Andy's loyalty and commitment have left a lasting
o’
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mark on the University, as have the
hundreds of other alumni volunteers
who give the gift of their time, financial
support, or both. Many contribute with
out fanfare or public acknowledgement
We're grateful to all those who have
remembered.
Stephen King 70 and Tabitha Spruce
King 71 remember MAINE. They
remember wondering if they could
afford college back in the 1960s During
the announcement of their recent gift,
Steve talked about why they wanted to
give something back to the University
that gave them so much, including
Tabby said, "each other" Steve also
spoke of the need for increased funding
from the State for public higher educa
tion, "We can't do this by ourselves, and we wouldn't want to
even if we could, because the University belongs to everyone
in Maine, and it's everyone's responsibility." The Kings
remember what MAINE gave to them, and encourage us to
do the same
Their message is the same as the Annual Alumni Fund's.
Alumni cannot be expected to entirely finance the University
of Marne, nor are we asked to Yet alumni financial support
does make the difference between providing a good education
and a superior education. Our goal is to increase the participation of alumni who contribute yearly to the Annual Fund.
Gifts of $4 million don't arrive every day! The majority of our
support comes from a multitude of gifts in varying amounts.
We ask alumni to be as generous as they can. For some, that's
$35, or $1,000, or anything in between. Our annual support is
an extension of the ties that bind us to our alma mater.
Tabby King has not forgotten her ties and wants other
alumni to remember their own, "We do hope to remind all
those folks who graduated from this University that if they're
doing well in the world right now, that the University had
something to do with that and not to forget it."
In 1996, sixteen percent of alumni remembered, and gave
to the Annual Alumni Fund.
•* •
We can do better than that We must do better. Stephen
King agrees, "You need to get involved. You need to stop talk
ing about the University... just raising one eye brow and
saying isn't it sad about the University of Maine...get involved
on the level of taking out your check book and writing a
check, making this a great state university..."
We don't want you to forget. It's too important! Keep the
ties that bind strong. Your roots are here, in Orono. Please
remember, and support the Annual Alumni Fund today.
*•
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ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

ANNUAL ♦ ALUMNI ♦ FUND ♦ 1961-1996

GOAL
$2,000,000

$1,750,000

$1,500,000

$1,250,000

$1,000,000

$750,000

In 1961, a far-sighted group of alumni saw the need for increasing the
amount of private financial support for the University of Maine. This was
the motivation behind establishment of the Annual Alumni Fund by the
General Alumni Association. Its purpose was, and still is, to provide an
annual stream of funds to maintain and add to the quality of the educational
experience offered on the Orono campus.
Annual giving is the mainstay of philanthropic support of any great universi
ty—and MAINE is no exception. Today, the Annual Alumni Fund serves as
a clearinghouse for giving to the University, with alumni giving unrestricted
and/or restricted gifts to a variety of campus areas. Annual giving also acts as
a catalyst in encouraging larger gifts from alumni. The success of the Annual
Alumni Fund is a strong endorsement of the University today, as well as an
expression of faith in its direction for tomorrow.

Since July 1, 1996, thousands of MAINE alumni and friends have con
tributed to the 1996-97 Annual Alumni Fund. During this 35th anniversary
campaign, we’re grateful to all who have stepped forward.

You may add your support! Please see the next page for how you can make a
gift to the Annual Alumni Fund. If you have questions about your last gift to
MAINE, or want more information about giving opportunities, please write
us, or call the telephone number listed below. By giving, you share our pride
in the past, and faith in the future!

1996-97 Campaign Update
Gifts received as of January 31, 1997:

$500,000

$1,228,196

Number of contributors:

8,167

Contributors who are also active members:

2,693

............... /.

.

All gifts to the Annual Alumni Fund are tax deductible to the extent allowed
by law. The Annual Alumni Fund campaign year runs July 1 to June 30.

University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund
P.O. Box 550, Orono, ME 04473-0550
800-581-ALUM / 207-581-2586

http://www.ume.maine.edu/'-alumni/

Pride in the past faith in the future
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ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND

Bequests
If you wish to make
a gift of appreciated
securities, send a
signed stock power
for each certificate,
and separately by
registered mail, the
unendorsed certificate(s) to the
address below.

Leave a lasting
legacy by remember
ing the General
Alumni Association
in your will. Your
bequest of real estate,
personal property, or
cash to the GAA will
strengthen our
endowment, helping
us serve the
University for gener
ations to come.

r

Matching Gifts

Non-Designated Gifts

If you or your
spouse work for a
company that
matches charitable
contributions,
please obtain a form
from your person
nel office. Although
matching gifts are
acknowledged on
receipts, they are not
tax deductible for
the individual.

The General Alumni
Association is an
independent, self
funded organization
providing advocacy
for MAINE and our
alumni. By making
your gift non-desig
na ted you will help
the GAA continue
to promote excel
lence on campus
and maintain
alumni services.
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Additional Gifts are welcome at any time of the year If you have any questions about your gift please call or write.

ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND, P.O. Box 550, Orono, ME 04473-05501-800-934-ALUM
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YES! I will support the University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund.
Enclosed is $
.
along with a matching gift from_________________________

□ Use my gift where the need is greatest
Other (please specify)______________________________
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Charge my gift to

UMGAA MasterCard □ other MC/VISA

Card #________

Exp. date

/
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Giving Levels
Dirigo Society $10,000
Fogler Society $5,000
1865 Associates $2,500
President's Club $1,000
$500
Stein Club
$250
Pine Tree Club
Century Club
$100
Maine Stay
$50
Honor Roll
$25

_____________________________________________________________ _________________

signature required

Make check payable to: Annual Alumni Fund
The Annual Alumni Fund year runs July 1 to June 30.
Gifts are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law and must arrive no later than June 30 to be included in the
Annual Roll Call of Donors.
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Your Alumni Association Wants You To Know

I

Since 1990, state general fund revenues have increased a total of 29.2%. During that same time:

j-

• state general fund spending increased in most major categories, including education, except for
the University of Maine System, which dropped 1.8%, or $2.5 million;
• the share of state general fund revenues that has been appropriated for the University of Maine
System has dropped from 10.0% to 7.6%;
• the state’s share of overall funding of the University of Maine System has fallen from 69.3% to
57.5%;
I
• the average annual undergraduate tuition rate within the University of Maine System has in
creased 79.1% to offset changes in state funding; and
• the percentage of the University of Maine System’s budget that comes from student tuition has
increased from less than 25% in 1990 to more than 36% in 1997. By comparison, the national
average percentage of higher education budgets derived from tuition is 23%.

The State of Maine currently ranks:
• 41st in the nation in its per capita expenditure for higher education;
• 37th in state spending for student financial aid; and
• 50th in the nation in the amount of money it spends on research and development.
University researchers often cannot take advantage of federal funding opportunities
because our universities lack sufficient “matching” moneys to meet federal requirements.

As state support for higher education has dropped in Maine, the percentage of family income that
goes to pay college tuition in Maine has grown to 11.75%, the 4th worst in the U.S.
The University of Maine System’s tuition rates are the 12th highest among public institutions in the country.

Remember:
•Higher education means better jobs for Maine's citizens.
•Higher education is essential to a democratic society.
•Maine's public universities are essential to our state's economic vitality and quality of life.
•Maine's public universities are essential to economic development.

Speak Out! Let the Governor and state legislators know that the University of Maine is
important to you and to Maine.

Mailing Addresses:
Governor Angus S. King, Jr.
State House
Augusta, ME 04333

Senators
State House Station 3
Augusta, ME 04333

Representatives
State House State 2
Augusta, ME 04333

207-287-3531

1-800-423-6900

1-800-423-2900
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Back into Medicine
By Jim Frick
Photographs by Damon Kiesow

Renowned

cardiologist and

Nobel Peace

laureate Dr.

Bernard Lown '42

believes that the
medical profession

has lost its soul. In
his new book, The
I

Lost Art of Healing, he
; challenges doctors to
back away from their

romance with high

technology and start
developing a closer,
more caring

relationship with

their patients.

There is a paradox in the current state of American medicine. Through scien
tific discovery and technological advancement, we are living longer, healthier
lives than ever before. But while medicine has become more effective at cur
ing disease, patients have grown more and more alienated from their doc
tors, and in increasing numbers are turning to alternative healers for help.
Why? Because caught in the whirlwind of high technology and huge profits,
"medicine has lost its soul."
It is with this premise that world-renowned cardiologist Dr. Bernard Lown
'42 begins his recently published book, The Lost Art of Healing. The book has
struck a chord with a great many people. Lown has been interviewed on
scores of radio and television shows and the book enjoyed an extended stay
on the Boston Globe bestseller list.
Lown's criticisms of modern medicine carry weight because of his own
impeccable credentials as a doctor and an academician. He is a senior physi
cian at Brigham and Women's Hospital and professor emeritus of cardiol
ogy at Harvard University. He has practiced medicine for a total of 45 years,
a number of those with his mentor, the legendary cardiologist Dr. Samuel A.
Levine. In those 45 years Lown has earned a reputation as a caring, humane
physician. But he has also pioneered some of this century's most important
advances against sudden coronary death. Primary among those was the use
of DC electric shock for normalizing the deranged rhythm of a dying heart.
Later came the discovery of cardioversion for restoring a normal beat when
runaway heart action occurs. Lown also introduced the drug lidocaine to
protect heart attack victims from fatal cardiac electrical failure. It's estimated
that the use of lidocaine has reduced the rate of death among heart victims
substantially.
In many of his breakthroughs, Lown had to battle against intractable, con
ventional medical thinking. Using a defibrillator on a still living patient, for
example, was considered an extremely radical procedure when he first per
formed it in 1960. It was done against the hospital administration's wishes.
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Earlier in his career, Lown, under the di
rection of Levine, went against conven
tional medical thinking by having heart
patients sit up and partake of limited ac
tivity rather than be confined to bedrest.
When the rest of the world discovered
how successful Levine and Lown's results
were, it became common practice practi
cally overnight.
In fact, questioning conventional
thinking is part of Bernard Lown's
makeup. Not only is he a visionary, a man
of conscience, compassion, and convic
tion—he's a maverick, in the best sense
of the word.
His outlook on how a life should be
lived was eloquently summed up in his
address to UMaine alumni after being
presented the 1993 Alumni Career Award.
"While life is short, the day is long,"
Lown said. "We live in the present, which
permits enormous creativity if one dares
to change the world rather than accept
its imperfections and the ooze of its un
remitting injustice.
"My work in medicine as well as in
social affairs has taught me to be more
skeptical than dogmatic, more attuned to
the small voice of those who are wronged
than to the strident cacophony of justifi
cations blared by those who derive privi
lege from the established order."
Lown went on to advise his fellow al
ums to "ignore the experts when common
sense dictates otherwise."
In the early 1960s, his own common
sense led him to question what Ameri
cans were being told about the survivabil
ity of a nuclear attack He knew
mstinctually that nuclear death was the
greatest threat there was to humanity
Lown brought together a group of like
minded doctors who later formed into
Physicians for Social Responsibility That
group's research, first published in the
New England Journal of Medicine, shattered
the conventional belief that we could sur
vive a nuclear war Almost immediately
people stopped building fall-out shelters
and schools ceased having nuclear attack
drills
Years later, of course, Lown would re
ceive even greater recognition for his as
sociation with the International Physi
cians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
(IPPNW). In recognition of that
organization's work, he and co-founder
Dr. Eugene Chazov received the 1985
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Nobel Peace Prize
While working with IPPNW, Lown
had another vision Instead of using
space for a "star wars" defense system,
as was being proposed in the 1980s, why
not use it as a platform for the exchange
of life-saving information among health
care workers in both the developed na
tions and the developing world The re
sult was SatelLife, a nonprofit organiza
tion that, via computers, low-earth-orbit
satellites, simple ground stations, tele
phone lines, and radio links, provides
current information on clinical research,
clinical practice, and public health for
health providers around the world
It's not surprising that Lown would
envision an enterprise such as SatelLife
It's a practical extension of his philoso
phy of using science and technology to
help humanity.
And that is really what The Lost Art of
Healing is about. A call for doctors to pay
as much attention to the art and the humamty of medicine as they do to the sci
ence and technology Through his own
personal stories as a physician he demonstrates how the doctor/patient rela
tionship is at the center of the healing
process
Bernard Lown talked about his new
book, as well as his views on a host of
issues facing American medicine in the
1990s, from his home in Brookline

There hasn't been that much reaction
from the medical world, really The book
was reviewed in the Journal of the Ameri
can Medical Association (JAMA). They
gave it a good deal of space but didn't
really say anything critical Some doctors
may not like what I have to say, but what
do I say that is not true7
What's at the center of your criticism of
American medicine today?
Medicine is ailing because it has lost its
human face There's been a growing dis
tance between doctor and patient If you
look at medicine there is a tradition of
3,000 years of doctors bonding with pa
tients The first distancing actually be
gan with the invention of the stetho
scope, when doctors stopped putting
their heads to the chest to listen to the
heart They started standing a bit re
moved Now with each advance in tech
nology the distance grew, until now with
MRI's and other devices, the doctor is
nowhere close In fact, the patient is of
ten alone This aloneness is one of the
major complaints of patients, because
when you spend time with a patient it
shows you care, and conversely when
you don't spend time it is an indication
that other values have superseded caring

.

In addition to listening, you discuss the
importance of the words doctors use in
talking to patients. Why is that so im
portant?
I have an entire chapter in the book titled
"Words that Maim " I have collected at
least a hundred phrases that doctors use
Phrases such as "You are living on bor
rowed time," or "You are going down
hill fast " Doctors use such terminology
because it gives them control. Here's a
story that gets to the heart of what I'm
talking about I had a man come to me
from Florida He had celebrated his 70th
birthday in perfect health—he played
tennis, golf, was very active But his wife
told him, "You're 70 years old and
you've never been to a doctor, you have
to go have a checkup " He went to a
clinic in Florida on a Friday morning for
a check-up His wife thought he would
be back at lunch. Three o'clock came and
he still hadn't returned. Then she gets a
call from the doctor telling her to come
right over.
(

The Lost Art of Healing seems to com
bine your memoirs as a cardiologist
with a very critical look at the current
state of health care in America. Which
was the original motivation for writing
the book?
It started in a very strange way. In 1987,
I felt compelled to write down the story
of one of my most extraordinary patients
That became one of the chapters in the
book, and ironically on the very day I sat
down to start the book that patient died
in London. So it started as a series of
vignettes about patients But once I
started doing that I realized that there is
much ailing medicine that I wanted to
address.

The book has some pretty strong criti
cisms of doctors. What has the reaction
been from the medical community?

When she got to the hospital, the doc
tor told her that he had bad news. He had
given her husband an exercise test. It was
positive-abnormal. A very expensive
thallium stress test was also positive.
They immediately catheterized him. That
procedure revealed that three vessels
were diseased But the guy had no symp
toms The doctor told him he had to op
erate immediately, that he had a "time
bomb in your chest and could die at any
moment." Of course, fortunately, they
had an opening the next morning and the
patient agreed to undergo bypass sur
gery The wife is thinking, "Thank God I
urged him to go for the check-up." Dur
ing the operation he had a massive heart
attack, and days after he had a massive
stroke. After he told me the story, I asked,
"Why are you coming to me? Why didn't
you ask for a second opinion?" And his
wife looked at me and told me that was
a stupid question "When your house is
on fire do you ask for a second opinion?"
This previously vigorous man had nor
mal heart function and no symptoms and
most likely did not require an operation
Now his heart and his brain were dam
aged

So the words doctors use can intimidate
us into making the wrong decision?
The doctor can get control by language,
which inspires fear and gives us no op
tions
You make a strong case for doctors be
ing more than scientists. Would you ex
plain that?
There are two components to medicine.
One is about curing, which is scientifi
cally bound and technologically fixated.
And the other is healing, which is more
complex It's like learning to be a sculp
tor, painter, or musician. It's an art and
it's more difficult to define

Is the "art" of medicine related to the
importance of listening which you em
phasize in the book?
Absolutely. Healing ultimately comes
from listening—listening with your to
tal being. You have to look at someone
face to face to get insight as to whether
you arc asking the right questions That
no longer is a major part of the domain
of medicine. We have replaced viewing
the patient as a total human being with

Excerpts from The Lost Art of Healing
w

Medicine's profound crisis, I believe, is
only partially related to ballooning costs,
tor the problem is far deeper than econom
ics. In my view, the basic reason is that
Lost Art
medicine has lost its way, if not its soul.
An unwritten covenant between doctor
and patient, hallowed over several
OF
millennia, is being broken.
During my professional life I have seen
Healing
medicine rise to an apogee of respect
sometimes amounting to adulation, then
&
watched in distress as it began a rapid
Bernard Lown, M.D.
downward slide, which is continuing. At
midcentury a doctor's image outshone
nearly every other profession or calling.
Yet it appears that with each new medical
miracle, the image of physicians shrinks and grows more tarnished. Doctors
are held in lower repute than ever, except perhaps for biblical times when
Ecclesiastes intoned, "He that sinneth before his Maker, Let him fall into the
hand of the physician "
ft

z’t

t

In the last analysis, one searches for a physician with whom one feels
comfortable in describing complaints without worrying about being
subjected, as a result, to numerous procedures; a doctor for whom a patient
is never a statistic; a doctor who does not recommend measures that
compromise life in order to prolong life; someone who neither exaggerates
the hazards of minor illnesses nor is overwhelmed by major ones; and above
all else, a fellow human being whose concern for patients is actuated by the
joy of serving, regarding it as an incomparable privilege.
t

The Lost Art of Healing is published by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston.
Copies can be ordered by calling 1-800-225-3362.

looking at the amalgam of his
disfunctionmg parts. And what hap
pens? A patient is merely an integument
for a disease. In order to make short
shrift of the patient, doctors too often
focus only on the chief complaint.

And the real problem is often not what
the patient is complaining about?
The chief complaint is merely an admis
sion ticket. Would you write a critique
of a play from an admission ticket? Yet,
as a doctor, that is what you are asked
to do. But you have to go beyond that.
You have to gather information about a

patient's social and emotional life. It is
critical to take a careful history. A Brit
ish study showed that 75 percent of the
information leading to a correct diagno
sis comes from a detailed history. Only
about 10 percent comes from all the
costly invasive tests and procedures.

How much time do you typi-cally spend
with a patient?
I spend a minimum of an hour. And I
like to have the spouse or another close
family member there. It facilitates the
flow of information. In the book I relate
several stories where having a spouse
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present enabled me to get to the root of
the problem. One story is particularly
poignant A Chinese man with a long
history of angina was in my office insist
ing that he was feeling great I noticed,
however, that his wife, who always
looked directly at me, or her husband
when he spoke, was gazing at the ceil
ing But she said nothing in lus presence
Finally, I managed to speak to her alone
She burst into tears and told me that her
husband was in terrible pain, but that he
was deathly afraid of heart surgery I had
him exercise on the treadmill He lasted
only a few minutes An electrocardio
gram revealed that his heart was in
trouble I sent him right to the hospital
where he had by-pass surgery If his w’lfe
had not been there and I had not noticed
something different in her behavior, he
probably would not have survived
Why has the art of listening been lost?
Because more money can be made from
costly high-tech tests than by spending
time talking with a patient

Does it also go back to the training doc
tors receive in medical school?
It all starts in medical school, because in
medical school a doctor is taught to be a
scientist But being a scientist is only one
aspect of doctoring If you are a scientist
you have fact, objectivity, and "truth "
And you have all the tools of advanced
technology at your disposal Now, in re
cent years medical schools have realized
that something is wrong and they have
palliative courses here and there in how
to take a history or paying attention to a
patient. But all that is dissolved once a
young guy or gal gets in the hospital
What they see is an emporium of ad
vanced technology It's all high-skill,
high pressure, emergency caring, where
the excitement is in the drama of dying
and resuscitating That's all fine, but the
trouble is that it is only a small part of
what medicine is about. Look, I'm a spe
cialist. Yet, I would say 80 percent of the
problems that I deal with, though they
are cardiac, are primarily social and psy
chological—overwork, the wear and tear
of living, a marriage on the rocks, a child
is drug addicted, or a husband has an
SOB for a boss but is stuck in his job be
cause he needs the health insurance to
take care of a sick kid This is what I see
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right My only answer is that patients are
not coming to the defense of physicians
because they feel abandoned It is the
alienation of the doctor from the patient
How much of a role do our societal val- over the years that I think is contribut
ues play?
1 ing to the HMO movement going un
Well, we are abandoning some very ba challenged
sic fundamental values I would say my
book in large part deals with the fact that What about malpractice suits? Don't
they have an effect on how doctors prac
we are losing the last vestige of values
We have made a Faustian bargain with tice medicine?
consumerism We want all the latest trin I devote an entire chapter to malpractice
kets and goodies, and in order to get As I say in the book, doctors who worry
about being sued, probably will be sued
them we all have to work our asses off
We get home and we are too tired to Defensive medicine further divides the
make love, make dinner, or just talk The patient/doctor relationship Physicians
kids are in our ear, they want the latest insist on more costly tests and proce
thing they saw advertised on TV In es dures to cover themselves and they be
sence, we are all working for big busi gin to view the patient as a potential ad
ness because we are all buying these versary On the other hand, because of
things that we don't need, don't really our tremendous advances in medical
want, but can't live without It creates technology, patients often have unreal
tremendous pressure Such a society is istic expectations for being cured But
there are no sure cures and mistakes are
sick—it is plenty sick
inevitable I think kindness, understand
Your book also seems to speak to the ing, and caring on the part of the doctor
could go a long way toward reducing liti
loss of community in America.
I think that loss of community is a factor gation

over and over again. These problems are
often the underlying causes of the medi
cal problems
(

J

in people's health So many people are
feeling a sense of loneliness and isola
tion because of the weakening of the
structure of the family, the disappearance
of the primacy of religion, and the break
ing away of community

It was amazing to learn that in the Lown
Cardiology Center's 20 years of exist
ence you have never had a malpractice
suit.
Yes, five doctors working together for 20
years—a hundred collective years ot ac
You mentioned big business. How does tual doctoring and we've never had a
the rise of managed care factor into malpractice suit brought against us Not
what is happening in the medical com that we haven't made mistakes Every
doctor makes mistakes My God, I've
munity?
It's a big factor Some of the problems killed people with my mistakes' I've un
I've talked about are not all to be blamed intentionally hurt people But we haven't
on doctors Doctors in fact, are not mak been sued, and I think that is because we
ing all the decisions regarding patients treat people a certain way—with respect
anymore Decisions are being made by We are honest with patients We tell them
bureaucratic flunkies in an office some that we make mistakes, that we are falwhere trying to conserve the bottom line I lible
Managed care further divides the doc
tor-patient relationship—makes it even Can you give us an example?
more difficult for a doctor to "listen" to I once did a patient in because I stopped
a drug that he needed I hadn't realized
patients
he still needed it He came to the hospi
Many people seem to share your view tal frothing at the mouth He had to be
point. Why is it that managed care intubated When he finally recovered, I
seems to be marching forward with came to him sheepishly and said, "You
know it was my stopping the drug that
little resistance?
I ask myself, "Where is the outcry7" Pa caused all this " He said, "Yeah, I damn
tients, who so value the right to choose well know, and I'm talking to my law
their own doctor, no longer have that yer " I continued talking to him Every-

body told me I was stupid to
admit my mistake. Now, I'm
waiting everyday for a letter
from his lawyer—I'm waking
up at night in terror about the
impending suit. But three
months later the guy comes
walking into my office. I
looked at him in surprise and
asked what he was doing
there. He said he wanted me
to be his doctor He said, "I
know you 11 take care of me
like you never took care of
anyone else before."

mas among families. The eld
erly have to have protection
against the assault of medicine.
You shouldn't have to go to
your lawyer to get legal protec
tion against such an assault.

I'm sure you have been asked
this a thousand times, but
where do you stand on a
patient's right to die?
Yes, it is often the first question
I am asked. "What do you think
of Kevorkian?" My response is
not a simple one. On the one
hand I believe absolutely that
Why do more and more
patients have the right to die—
people seem to be turning to
to say, "I don't want to live any
alternative forms of medi
more." And no one else—doc
cine?
tors, family members, any
Well, it is connected to the
one—has the right to say that a
public's growing alienation
patient must live because his or
from doctors. It is an objection
her death makes you uncom
to the way medicine is being
fortable. Tough! You don't go
practiced. Of course, there is
through the misery. On the
a paradox in all this. People
other hand, it is true that some
are living longer and healthier
times a patient who wants to
lives than ever before Bypass
“A doctor's capacity to heal will be
die might be profoundly de
surgery, pacemakers, organ
pressed, and for that there is
greatly undermined if he finds
transplants—we are living in
medical help. That always has
an age of miracles and yet the
to be considered. The real is
himself assisting in suicide."
public is reacting by seeking
sue for me is the doctor assist
alternatives. Part of it is that
ing. I'm vehemently opposed.
only a quarter of the patients
The moment the dam is
who visit a doctor are successfully "Americans think they are going to live breached, I'm scared. A doctor's capac
treated Frustrated patients seek some forever, until they get a cold, then they ity to heal will be greatly undermined if
thing outside of conventional medicine
believe they are going to die within the he finds himself assisting in suicide. And
And alternative medicine would not hour." In America, age is denigrated, and frankly, I don't trust doctors to get in
have caught on if it did not have some death is feared Our culture views death volved with those decisions. Remember,
value. I'm not saying all of it but some as ugly, not to be viewed. That has made the first acts of genocide against the
of it—acupuncture, relaxation tech possible the phenomenon of the institu handicapped and retarded in Nazi Ger
niques, diet—have all been shown to tionalization or hospitalization of death. many were committed by the medical
benefit some people. In fact, as I related And that of course is related to our ef profession
in my book, I was relieved of severe back forts to prolong life at all cost.
pain by acupuncture on a trip to China.
As a world-renowned physician, what
Other aspects, however, such as touch That was my next question. How do is your prognosis for the future of medi
therapy and herbal medicine, I think are doctors fit into this cultural view of cine?
for the birds. Some can even be danger death and dying?
I'm an incorrigible optimist. When the
ous.
Well, a contributing factor is the view by pendulum swings too far in one direc
most doctors that death is failure. So you tion, it mobilizes social forces that move
One of the most eloquent parts of your do everything possible to keep a patient it back in the other direction. I think, and
book deals with aging and dying. Why alive, even though that patient is miser I hope, my book is a call to action, a
do we have such a fear of growing old able and the family may go bankrupt. wake-up call that will make us realize
in this country?
Doctors still view it as success because what we are losing—make us realize
I had a patient from France once who we are showing the power of our highly what a wondrous tradition doctoring
told me she found Americans so amaz advanced medical technologies But was and could still be; combining the
ing because "they thought death was an those technologies have created enor best of the world of science with the best
option." Or as Norman Cousins said, mous tragedies and great moral dilem of the art of healing.
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Songwriter Rick Charette 70 strikes a

magical chord with tales about:

Bubblegum,
Popcorn,
and Alligators
in Elevators
By Lynne Nelson Manion '95G
Photographs by Damon Kiesow

is music can be funny, sad, happy, soothing, and even down

H

right silly. While members of his fan club are diminutive in
stature, their adoration and enthusiasm for this creative vo
calist and songwriter more than make up for what they might lack in
height.
Rick Charette's 70 ability to get even the shyest young girl or boy to
sing is remarkable. Even for those curmudgeonly old folks (customari
ly known as parents) toes involuntarily begin twitching, bodies sway,
and hands—with a power of their own—begin to clap.
Songs such as I Love Mud, Alligator in the Elevator, and Popcorn have
inspired legions to muster up the courage to throw aside their inhibi
tions and sing along. Listening to the North Windham, Maine-based
songwriter and his Bubblegum Band is not a sedentary activity. His
songs inspire, no, demand full body movement. When a chorus of little
people sing I Love Mud you can almost hear the squishing, oozing sound
of the mud, as it creeps up over a pair of new yellow boots. The glee in
their faces at singing about an oftentimes forbidden activity is clearly
evident.
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Alligator in the Elevator
There’s an alligator in the elevator.
I can’t believe what I see.
There’s an alligator in the elevator
and it’s making eyes at me.

Alligator please push
number one.
I’m going up to the first f loor.
Would you care to join me for some
fun?
Alligator please push
number two.
I’m going up to the second floor
Gee, I’d like to make friends with
you.
I

Alligator please push
number three.
I’m going up to the third floor.
Would you care to have some lunch
with me?
Alligator please push
number four.
I’m going up to the fourth floor.
Tell me what are your big teeth for?
Alligator please push
number five.
I’m going up to the fifth floor.
And I’d like to make it there alive.
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For Charette, the great
est sense of joy and satis
faction comes from seeing
people enjoy his music.
Parents come up to
Charette after a concert to
tell him what a great time
they had. “They are ex
pecting to come to one of
my concerts and be
bored/' he explains.
“They assumed they
would spend the whole
time looking at their
watch, waiting for it to be
over."
Instead, they are hav
ing a good time and sing
ing as loud as their chil
dren. “It's great to look
out into the audience and
see families doing some
thing together," Charette
says.
This UMaine alum has
even had parents come up
to him and say, “Now,
don't take this personally,
but as much as we love your music, there ! lack of concrete, formal musical training.
are times I just wish there was another “I wasn't satisfied playing by ear, I real
tape we could put on. If I have to listen ly wanted to learn music," he recalls
to your songs one more time "
So, Charette went back to school to
Charette's evolution into the world of get a formal education in music It was
music began back in the first grade when during his student teaching days (as a
he was performing in an autumn play. music education major) that he had an
While all the other children were just epiphany of sorts, which altered the
standing still, singing on the stage, course of his life's vocation.
Charette was moving back and forth,
"One of my student teaching assignswaying to the music. Inspired by one i ments was to teach a song to primary
of his summer-camp friends, who played aged kids. I just remember this so clear
a guitar around campfire sing-alongs, ly. I had a folk song prepared, but I de
Charette saved his money from a paper cided to also write a song just for my stu
route and at the age of 13, bought his first dents I came up with something about
instrument.
bubblegum," Charette recalls.
A lot of his early training was
While they liked the folk song, they
through osmosis. “I listened to a lot of really enjoyed the bubblegum song “I
folk music," Charette reminisces. “And didn't have to work to get them to sing
I would go to concerts and watch what it Whether it was the topic of the song
the performers did. I learned a lot just or the melody, I've never been quite sure,
from listening and watching."
but the students just latched onto it. That
After graduating with a degree in En was the greatest thing," Charette says
glish literature from the University of with a chuckle.
After working as an elementary mu
Maine, Charette spent seven years work
ing in the daycare business. In his free sic teacher for a number of years,
time, he played in a variety of coffee Charette and his wife, Maureen, agreed
houses. It was also at this time that he in 1983 (after his song Bubblegum was
experienced the ultimate in his musical published) he should quit teaching and
career—opening for Tom Rush in Ogun- plunge full-time into his composing and
quit, Maine. “I kept thinking I would get performing
discovered. But I didn't "
That was the beginning of a national
Around the age of 26, Charette decid musical career that has spanned a decade
ed he needed to do something about his and a half and produced eight albums

and two videos. Concert bookings now
take this Maine native as far away as
California with stops in Missouri, Virgin
ia, Arkansas, New York, and New Jersey
Not only is his music featured on radio
stations in large cities (that have chil
dren's music formats) but he has re
ceived five-star reviews from national
educational organizations and children's
music critics In addition, Disney bought
the rights to one of his songs, Chickens
on Vacation. Even with his hectic nation
al touring schedule, Charette has not for
gotten his roots: He still performs in
Maine schools, at summer events, and
family campgrounds for sing-alongs.
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aybe Charette's universal ap
peal is that his music speaks
to the little things that chil
dren wonder about His music address
es such timeless questions as- where do
my sneakers go and what does it mean
to have a best friend. Sometimes, his lyr
ics are meant to be pure fun, such as in
Grandpa's Riding Lawn Mowet In other
instances, the songs are meant to be les
sons or positive strokes for children.
"While there will always be people
that are so much better than I will ever
be at certain aspects of music, 1 have al
ways felt that there was something
meaningful and special that I had that I
can communicate through my music,"
Charette explains. "I have had profes
sional musicians come up to me after a
concert and say that they and their chil
dren have gotten so much enjoyment
from my music, and it makes me feel
good "
Knowing what lyrics will make a
child want to get up and sing and dance
is a combination of investing a lot of time
and energy into the process. To stay fresh
and rejuvenated, Charette participates in
artist-in-residency programs in schools

If you would like to order
any of Rick Charette's CDs
or videos call 1-800-4860967.
To obtain more informa
tion about his concerts with
The Bubblegum Band call
(207) 892-7175.

throughout the United States. As an artist-in-residence, Charette visits a
school—usually an elementary school—
and works with the students composing
songs. Making up the words and melo
dies takes a lot of brainstorming.
"After we have selected a topic to sing
about, such as building character, I ask
the kids to tell me what they know about
that topic. And what they think about
that topic. I jot down all their ideas. I tell
them that when writing a song not only
are the words important, but also how
the words feel when you put them to
gether, how they sound coming off the
tongue."
There have been instances where
Charette has taken the lyrics a class de
veloped and turned them into a song Al
My Alligator was actually first written by
a 9-year-old and her 11-year-old sister.
"Kids love Al My Alligator. It's short
and really singable."
While kids and adults from all ages
enjoy Charette's music, most of lus songs
are geared toward the very young pre
schooler to the third grader "Oftentimes,
kids get to be in the fourth and fifth grade
and depending on the environment they
are in, they begin to think maybe enjoy
ing my music is not cool. And they don't
know if getting into the songs is okay
because their friends will be looking at
them "
But the whole point of performing is
to have everyone enjoy themselves, so
"I always talk to an older audience if I'm
not sure how they are going to feel about
my music," Charette says. "I say, 'This is
what I write about, and I want you to
feel comfortable and to have a good time
so if you hear a little voice inside you
that says you want to sing, let yourself
relax and have a good time.'"
With The Bubblegum Band, Charette
tries to do a show that is satisfying to
both the audience and the bind "You
have to answer the question, 'Why are
people coming to the concert? Do they
want to hear all new songs?' 1 don't think
so. I think they come because their chil
dren have been singing a lot of the songs,
and they want to get involved. So, it is
nice when you hear a few new things but
the audience wants to hear the favorites
as well."
And that is what Charette gives them.
With brightly choreographed clothing
and stage props like a gigantic sneaker
and a humongous box of popcorn,
Charette and The Bubblegum Band belt
out the tunes that keep kids smiling and
parents wishing for another chance at
childhood

Popcorn
Popcorn so delicious.
Popcorn my favorite munch.
Popcorn Irresistable!
When I hear it popping, there isn’t
any stopping.
When the kernals go POP, get ready
to eat.

I am feeling hungry, hungry for a
snack.
What’s to eat? let me decide.
There’s cookies on the counter,
fruit upon the shelf.
But what’s that right before my
eyes?
We get to school one morning,
The day before vacation.
Our teachers are as happy as
can be.
Our work had made them proud.
They tell us all out loud.
And walk in with our favorite treat.

We go to see a movie.
We look and find a seat.
What’s that aroma in the air.
It’s buttery and hot. I know I
want a lot.
When it’s all ready, we cheer for
popcorn...
Popcorn is one of my favorite
snacks. I love the hot buttery smell
as I listen to those kernals sizzle until
suddenly, “pop!”, the first kernal
explodes, followed by the others,
faster and faster. Would you like to
join me for a bowl of popcorn right
now?
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ALUMNI NEWSMAKERS
Tarren Bragdon '96 is the
youngest legislator
in Maine history

side
Bragdon, who gives new
meaning to the term "politi
cal neophyte," admitted he
was surprised to eke out the
victory, but attributed it to a
"season of change" both in
state and national politics
"People recognize the
need for something new and
*
fresh" in politics, he theo
rizes ‘
As for his long-term po
litical hopes, Bragdon is
playing it by ear Has he
dreamed of going to Wash
ington7 "Definitely," he ac
knowledges "But right
now, that's half a lifetime
away" (Courtesy of The
Weekly)

Tarren Bragdon '96, who turned 21 on
November 22, was m high school five
short years ago Now he's a member of
the Maine Legislature representing Dis
trict 119 on Bangor's West side.
Bragdon, a Republican, defeated
Democrat Hugh Morrison 1,355-1,251
back on November 5 to become the
youngest legislator in the history of the
state
How young is he? Bragdon himself
has only been voting for three years. He
could be zapped by term limits way be
fore he hits 30.
i
But Bragdon, the son of Judy and Dr. ■
Randon Bragdon, a local dentist, does
not seem intimidated
Tarren Bragdon ’96
"I recognize the fact that I have a lot
to learn," Bragdon says. "I don't have as
much life experience (as some other leg back to eighth grade, when his class took
islators), but my energy and enthusiasm a field trip to the State House
make up for that."
Bragdon became an honorary page
Bradgon says his willingness to "find and had his picture taken with then-Govthe answers" far outweighs any wetness ernor John McKernan "That was sort of
behind the ears
the start of it," he says He dreamed There were 982 players in the 1986 pro
This Bangor Christian School and about being a member of the Maine Leg fessional baseball draft, and UMaine
University of Maine graduate even dis islature and "when the opportunity alumnus Mike Bordick ’88 was not
plays a budding sense of political tact arose decided to grasp it and go."
! among them But an Oakland Athletics
fulness: When asked where he would
"He's been inclined that way for a scout saw Bordick play in the Cape Cod
place himself on a scale from moderate number of years," said Bragdon's mom, League that summer and thought he
to right-wing, he politely declines "I Judy While his parents were supportive might develop into a utility infielder.
wouldn't want to attach a label to my of his candidacy, Tarren says they spent
Most experts thought Bordick was too
self," he says.
more time trying to impress on him the slow and not a good enough hitter to
While admittedly conservative in seriousness of the responsibility. "He's make it in the big leagues But they didn't
matters of government spending and in giving up two years of his life to do this," know about his discipline and his Maine
fluence in the private sector, he says he's noted his mom
work ethic Through intense effort,
against school prayer, for example—a
He won't be getting rich House mem Bordick became the Athletics starting
typical litmus test of social conservatism. bers receive $10,500 for each session shortstop and one of the premier defen
According to Maine law, legislators which lasts from January to May, plus sive infielders in the American League
must be 21 years of age prior to their reimbursements for mileage and phone
Now after proving himself in seven
swearing-in. Bragdon beat the deadline calls and some fringe benefits. Bragdon, seasons with the Athletics, Bordick will
by 12 days and was introduced to his col who rents a house next door to his move back East to replace a legend—Bal
leagues as the youngest lawmaker in family's home on Hudson Road, "trav timore Orioles shortstop Cal Ripken.
Maine history by Clerk of the House Jo els back and forth as much as possible"
Before he made the big move as a free
seph Mayo *82.
to contain motel costs. He has a small agent, Bordick consulted with Ripken.
Bragdon traces his interest in politics computer consulting business on the
"After talking to Cal I felt much more

Mike Bordick '88 to
replace Orioles' legend
Cal Ripken
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zomfortable about it," Bordick said. "I
lave the utmost respect for him "
As for Ripken, he said he was look
ing forward to working with the former
UMaine star.
"He's a good shortstop, and I'm now
going to assume the challenge of being
a good third baseman," Ripken said
Bordick', realizing what Ripken has
meant to the City of Baltimore, said he
is very nervous about the challenge of
filling Ripken's shoes. But he will be well
compensated for his efforts. He signed
a $9 million, three-year contract with the
Orioles That included a $250,000 sign
ing bonus, $2.25 million next season, $3.5
million in 1998, and $3 million in 1999.
The Orioles have a $3 million option for
2000, which would be guaranteed if
Bordick has 1,000 combined at-bats in
1998 and 1999. (Look for a full feature
article on Mike Bordick in the summer
issue of MAINE.)

Larry Mahaney '51 honored by UMaine
Meredith Burgess ’78
receives Maine's top
public relations award

Meredith Strang Burgess *78, president
and owner of Burgess Advertising & As
sociates Inc., in Portland, has received
Maine's top public relations award from
the Maine Public Relations Council.
Burgess, of Cumberland Center, re
ceived the 1996 Edward L. Bernays
Award, given each year in recognition
of outstanding contributions to the field
of public relations. The award is named
for the late Edward L Bernays, consid
ered one of the profession's pioneers
Nominees must be active in the
Maine public relations community and
have a history of outstanding profes
sional achievement and an exceptional
record of community service. They also
must have worked to increase the stat
ure, ethics, and standards of public rela
tions practitioners.

University of Maine athletics benefactor Larry Mahaney '51, '55G (left) was the hon
oree prior to the January Maine-Drexel women's basketball game at Alfond Arena.
Mahaney, an avid supporter of Black Bear baseball over the years, was recognized
with the presentation of an oil painting done by Jack Havey, of Winthrop. The large,
smiling likeness of Mahaney will hang permanently in Mahaney Clubhouse on the
UMaine campus.

A Camden, Maine native, Burgess has
been active in the Maine business com
munity since 1979 She is a former vice
president of Arnold & Company. In 1986,
she was one of the founding partners of
Burgess, Brewer, Stanyon & Payne, Inc.,
the agency that later became Burgess
Advertising & Associates
Burgess serves on the New England
Board of the American Association of
Advertising Agencies and is a member
of its national government affairs com
mittee She is a past president of the
Greater Portland Advertising Club,
serves on the board emeriti of the Ronald
McDonald House in Bangor and is presi
dent of the board for the Portland Ronald
McDonald House.

She has also received numerous
awards during her career, including the
Advertising Club of Greater Portland's
Conwell Award in 1992, the YWCA's
Tribute to Women & Industry Award in
1993, and the Block M Award from the
University of Maine. In 1996, she re
ceived a Volunteers of America "Star"
Award for her work on behalf of the Port
land Ronald McDonald House. In addi
tion, her agency has received numerous
honors for its creative work and public
relations services, including 14 Golden
Arrow Awards from the Maine Public
Relations Council and five Telly Awards
for outstanding non-nctwork broadcast
and cable TV commercials.
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ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
Official Secrets
Jim Moore '56
North Country Press, 1996
A member of
the IRA is
caught smug
gling guns from
Belfast, Maine,
to Belfast, Ire
land This is the
premise of a
new novel by
Jim Moore '56,
and it is made
totally plausible
at Moore's ex
pert hand Moore, who lives in
Brunswick, is a 25-year veteran as a spe
cial agent for the federal Bureau of Alco
hol, Tobacco, and Firearms
Despite being an effective political
thriller, Official Secrets could easily be
subtitled "A Thriller with Politics Aside "
This is the theme, running like a good
joke, through the pages of Official Seciets
The heroes of the story battle not only
the criminal elements but also the red
tape, political posturing, and corruption
within the U S. and British governments
(and particularly the FBI)
Treasury agent Mike Reath doesn't
care about politics, Irish or otherwise He
cares only about doing his job—busting
illegal arms Reath doesn't mind whom
he offends He's a master of political in
correctness—a heavy smoker and a male
chauvinist
A week before his scheduled retire
ment, Reath is teamed up with Special
Agent Janice Hanlon, and he infuriates
the younger, female officer To her, this
is a violation, a usurpation of her turf.
Reath doesn't help matters with his pa
tronizing manners and his tendency to
call her "kid "
But as the wheels of justice begin turn
ing, Hanlon finds herself defending
Reath to other field officers And Reath
finds himself thinking of Hanlon as more
than just a partner The relationship de
velops.
The plot of Official Secrets is complex
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and multi-layered The investigation be
gins with the interrogation of Terrence
McHugh, the man caught with the ille
gal weapons, a shipment of Colt rifles
remachined as fully automatic The case
takes Hanlon and Reath in pursuit of
McHugh's three accomplices, one of
whom has planted a bomb at a Maine
park, set to go off at noon on the Fourth
of July
Official Seciets works as a thriller, a
love story, and a commentary on law and
morality The emotional entanglements of
Reath and Hanlon arc profound and con
vincing The title refers to an English law,
the Official Secrets Act, which prohibits
trade in military information
Moore's technical accuracy is sure to
impress the reader Too often, technothrillers swamp their readers with oceans
of jargon and unnecessary detail, while
mystery novels are plagued with maccuracies
Jim Moore has a cautious respect for
weapons One would expect that from a
veteran ATF agent
Moore fills his book with accurate de
tails of Treasury agent procedure, includ
ing nearly a dozen facsimiles of police re
ports, investigative forms, fingerprint
data, and news clippings, which add to
the veracity of the story One incident
with which Mamers will fondly identify
is a rendezvous at Moody's Diner on
Route 1
The details in Official Seciets are at
times complex and even beguiling With
the FBI and the British authorities with
holding information from the ATF agents,
and terrorists operating under various
aliases, this book challenges the reader
to keep track of who the bad guys really
are
Nevertheless, in the spirit of classic
whodunits, Moore plays fair with his
readers While all the clues are planted
in the first three chapters, the crucial se
cret in this book of secrets is not deci
phered until the end of the book
Review courtesy of Steven Stembock,
a freelance writer and educator who lives
in Yarmouth

The Maverick Mindset
Doug Hall '81
Simon & Schuster, 1997

i

The Maverick
Mindset is the
highest order of
courage With
courage you
can reach be=vond yourself
It takes courage
to turn a dream
into a reality It
takes courage
just to have a
dream in the first place But where can
you find courage7 For each of us the
journey to find courage is different, but
within the pages of The Maverick Mindset
you'll find the wisdom and inspiration
necessary to discover the courage to fol
low your heart and lead a fulfilled life
In The Maveiick Mindset, Doug Hall
*81, a practicing inventor and entrepre
neur, shares his secrets to finding the
gumption to forge ahead no matter
what Whether you want to start a new
career, build new relationships, teach
your children discipline, or even lead a
multimillion-dollar project, you can find
your own special brand of courage
Hall has lived the Maverick Mindset
from his teen years as Merwvn the Ma
gician, through his ten years at Procter
& Gamble where he rose to the position
of Master Marketing Inventor, to his
current entrepreneurial inventing firm,
Richard Saunders International, which
advises such world-class clients as Nike,
Walt Disney, and AT&T
The chapters of The Maverick Mindset
take the reader step by step from kin
dling courage in the face of total fear to
achieving the kind of confidence neces
sary to be truly free. At the same time,
each chapter is meant to stand on its
own This book will help you find cour
age when you want to surrender and fall
in step with the expectations of others
Hall's first book, Jump Stat t Your
Brain, is full of fun and inspiring ways
to enhance your day-to-day thinking

i
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The Maine Event
I Robert Muller 78
MeCC, Inc,

magazines, and weekly listings It cost a
small fortune, and I could never quite
find the event without hours of search
ing," Muller explains "Or, by the time I
read about an event, it either already
passed, or I had already scheduled the
time for something else Not to mention
that most publications only listed the
major happenings and were limited to a
specific geographic area "
The Maine Event for 1997 will be
available in April at various Maine loca
tions or through the web at:
www MaineEvent com/

The Maine Event is
your pocket guide to
all events in Maine. It
is a comprehensive
book which describes
all events and activi
ties held throughout
the state. With over
400 pages and more
than 5,000 event list
ings, covering eight
months (May through
December), this handy book contains ev The Granite Man
erything you need to know about fam Margo Cobb ’52
ily, fun, festive, and offbeat happenings I Rivercross Publishing, 1996
in the state of Maine.
For those who
Compact and easy to carry and use
THE
dunit mystery
with events cross referenced by date and
GRANITE -'V
types,
Margo
region, The Maine Event can be kept in
MAN
Cobb's ’52 The
your purse, briefcase, glove compart
M ARGO ( OBB
Gianite Man is
ment, boat, backpack, or bicycle. With all
sure to pique
of Maine's spring, summer, and fall
your interest and
events at your fingertips, there is no need
provide a quick
to search through newspapers, maga
fix. Based in the
zines, and piles of brochures to find out
fictional Maine
what's happening.
town of Sabine
With the icon classification and the vi
Harbor,
the
sual presentation of thousands of events,
Robert Muller 78 has made it easy to reader is pulled into a Nancy Drew-type
speed read and find events that are of mystery involving a young heroine's,
interest Look up a date and read all the Garnet Gantry, quest to clear her family's
events scheduled for that day. Or, in the long-tarnished name.
Using a world she knows well, retired
back of the book, look up an event by
region and read what days each event Bangor television executive Cobb spins
occurs in a specific town or area of inter her tale around a radio broadcast con
est. Use each category's unique graphic cerning the possible reopening of the
icon to pick out a favorite type of event Gantry quarry mines, long since shut
quickly Each event listing includes the down after family tragedy struck 60
name and location as well as a full de years ago
Garnet Gantry finds herself at the cen
scription. In addition, there is a complete
ter
of the controversy for two reasons:
address, phone number, time, and price
given. All the information needed to she is the reporter who broke the story
make an informed decision about an of the possible reopening, and she is the
event is included in this book.
only living Gantry left. After the closing
Inspired from his personal frustration of the mines in 1930, which employed
of trying to find various, local, fun things hundreds of townsfolk, the once prosper
to do, Muller came out with the first ous town of Sabine Harbor experienced
Maine Event in 1996. "It was expensive a depression. Sixty years later residents
buying several newspapers, guides, are still blaming Garnet and her long
s
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deceased family for the hardships their
families suffered when the mines closed.
After her graduation from the Univer
sity of Maine, Garnet (our modern-day,
grown-up version of Nancy Drew) takes
over as news director for WSHM-FM in
Sabine Harbor. While it might have been
easier for the spunky heroine to relocate
to a bigger area where she was not con
stantly besieged by images from the past,
her loyalty to her ancestors and her deep
love for her birthplace propel her to en
dure the criticisms and small-minded
ness replete in this sleepy harbor town.
It is in this role as news director that
her troubles begin. After scooping all the
other media in reporting that Eves &
Bernstein Inc., of Peekskill, New York,
owners of the Gantry granite quarries,
plan to reopen the mines, Garnet's life is
turned inside out Murder, robbery, ar
son, threats, and a host of other villain
ous incidents haunt this young woman.
As the plot thickens Garnet, along with
her friend and news cohort Snake
Corrigan (a skinny, tenacious, somewhat
comical news hound), delve deeper into
the mysterious past of the Gantrys and
their ill-fated fall from power.
Inspired by Cobb's interest in gene
alogy, The Granite Man incorporates all
the main ingredients of a mystery novel.
Intertwined with the burgeoning twists
and turns inherent in the suspense genre,
Cobb intersperses the necessary love fac
tor.
Foes at first, Garnet and the brood
ing Devon Drake, a young mining engi
neer from Eves and Bernstein, quickly
join forces to thwart the forces of evil
raging against them. In the process they
develop a romantic involvement hinted
at throughout this fictional work.
Billed by Cobb as a light, escape mys
tery, The Granite Man is entertaining, if
not somewhat predictable. Great care has
gone into character descriptions and de
velopment. The setting itself, Sabine
Harbor, is skillfully depicted as are the
forboding quarry mines of Mount Mis
ery.
Cobb retired three years ago from
Bangor's WLBZ-TV as general manager.
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University of Maine General Alumni Association

President
The University of Maine General Alumni Association, an independent nonprofit corporation,
seeks a CEO who will serve as president and secretary of the corporation and publisher of
MAINE magazine and the Mainely People classnotes tabloid. The anticipated start date is June
1, 1997.
The president of this self-governed association reports to a 35-member board of directors
which meets quarterly. The president is assisted by a staff of twelve with responsibilities for
the annual alumni fund; alumni publications; membership recruitment and retention; alumni
events and activities; student cultivation activities; legislative advocacy; and the creation and
maintenance of alumni records.
The General Alumni Association is responsible for the planning, supervision, and direc
tion of most programs aimed at the development and strengthening of the connection between
the university and its 84,000 alumni. The president is expected to lead efforts that motivate
and mobilize constituents and engage their support through a variety of activities and events.
The president works with alumni leadership and volunteers and the administrators, faculty,
and staff of the university. The president meets regularly with the president of the University
of Maine, the vice president for development of the university, and the president (CEO) of the
University of Maine Foundation.
Candidates should have demonstrated success in the management of an alumni associa
tion (or a key element of an alumni association) or a similar nonprofit organization. Strong
communication and interpersonal skills are essential. A track record of success in annual and
capital fundraising is highly desirable. Experience in database management will be a plus.
The successful candidate will be an energetic self-starter able to deal comfortably with a
variety of concurrent tasks. Competitive salary, dependent upon credentials and experience,
and an excellent fringe benefit package are provided.
Evaluation of applications began February 14. Candidates should send their resumes
together with three professional references to:
Search Committee Chair
University of Maine General Alumni Association
P.O. Box 550
Orono, ME 04473-0550

The University of Maine General Alumni Association is an equal opportunity employer
and encourages the nomination and candidacy of women and minorities.

WE’RE PROUD THAT UMAINE
GRADUATES HAVE GONE ON
TO WEAR MANY HATS

AND WE’D LIKE TO REMIND YOU OF THE
BENEFITS OF WEARING ONE MORE
or decades UMaine alumni have gone
on to successful careers in a wide vari
ety of endeavors — from heading
multinational corporations to raising families.
No matter what hat you wear, you share a
bond with every other UMaine graduate and a
lifelong link to the university that has helped
you in so many ways. You can contin
ue to benefit — and ensure today’s
students get the most out of their
UM experience — by joining or
renewing your membership in
the General Alumni Association.

)

As a member of the Alumni Association
you’ll join thousands of other graduates who
take advantage of some very special membersonly benefits.
Give us a call at 1-800-934-2586, and
we’ll tell vou more.
The General Alumni Association — just
one more way you can benefit from
UMaine.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Everyone Benefits
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Now you can get credit for
being a graduate of the
University of Maine no
matter where you go—
whether it’s around campus or around the world.

University
of Maine

GOOD THRU
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VISA

the card’s issuer, will help fund
student and alumni services
and scholarships—
No-Annual-Fee
at no additional cost
I
University of Maine
to you. Plus there is
No Annual Fee.
General Alumni
So apply for the
Just make sure you have
University
of Maine
Association
the University of Maine
General Alumni
General Alumni Association
MasterCard
Association MasterCard
MasterCard or Visa with you.
or Visa today—it’s the
Every time you make a
or Visa®!
only card that really
purchase with the card, MBNA,
makes the grade.

Request your
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Call 1-800-847-7378.
TTY users, please call 1-800-833-6262.
When calling, please mention priority code QCTM.
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There are costs associated with the use of these credit cards You may contact the issuer and administrator of this program MBNA America* Bank to request specific information
about the costs b) calling 1 800 847 7378 or writing to PO Box 15020 Wilmington DE 19850 MasterC ard and Visa are fedcralh registered sen ice marks of Masterf ard Intern itional
Inc and Visa USA Inc respectively each is used pursuant to license MBNA and MBNA America arc federally registered service marks of MBNA America Bank N A
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